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These are errata in the paper


On p.29, in (4.15) and in the formula on the sixth line below (4.15) replace the exponent of (2 sh $t$) by $k + \ell$ and replace the exponent of (2 ch $t$) by $k - \ell$.

On p.43, on the right-hand side of (5.25) replace in the denominator $\Gamma(p + \frac{1}{2})$ by $\Gamma(\beta + \frac{1}{2})$.

On p.63, on the right-hand side of (8.4) replace in the numerator $(2k - 2\ell + \beta)$ by $(2k - 2\ell + 2\beta)$.

(Thanks to Roberto Camporesi for pointing out this error to me.)